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Abstract— In today’s era, everyone is using mobiles phone 

for communication at the same mobile providers are also 

providing the variety of services to the user. The project is 

Android Based Vehicle Maintenance Application. This 

application is an android app which will be run on any 

Android compatible tablets and mobile phones. The app will 

enable any vehicle used to search and the communicating 

with any service center in the vicinity. Vehicle maintenance 

is very much important for safety, savings, and smoother ride. 

So we are presenting the system which will help the user to 

be updated with servicing information. The web portal will 

provide the maintenance related services to the user via the 

android application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The application of vehicle services and maintenance is play 

an important role in conveying the information to user that 

the vehicle is due for service at regular intervals to ensure 

prime operating condition of the vehicle. The Vehicle 

maintains application is a progressive step in the field of 

garage centers. Any vehicle user can make use of such 

application to locate and communicate with garage center in 

the vicinity. Vehicle maintenance is very much important for 

safety, savings, and smoother ride. So we are presenting the 

system which will help the user to be updated with servicing 

information. The web portal will provide the maintenance 

related services to the user via android application. for this 

user needs to register and log in to the application. If he stuck 

in any situation like vehicle breakdown then he can send an 

emergency message to the server then the location of the user 

will be tracked and emergency service will provide by the 

nearby garage. 

The system which will help the user to be updated 

with servicing information. The web portal will     provide the 

maintenance related services to the user via Android 

application. 

In this paper also used the concept of data mining, 

this describes a processes of converting raw Global 

Positioning System (GPS) data to a routable road. Data 

mining is process of sorting through large data set to identify 

patterns and establish relationships to solve problem through 

data analysis. Data mining tools also enterprises to predict 

future trends. 

It is possible to obtain fine grained location 

information fairly easily using Global Positioning System 

(GPS) Enable devices. It becomes easy to track and 

individual’s location and traces her trajectory using such 

devices. By aggregating this data and analyzing multiple 

garages trajectory a lot of useful information can be extracted. 

In this project we aim to analyze aggregate GPS information 

of multiple garages to mine a list of interesting location and 

rank them. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The survey regarding this application includes gathering from 

various sources. 

These sources include some of the car showrooms 

and service center also garage centers, various related 

websites. 

Xu Lin; Bisheng Yang; Li Qingquan; Zhang 

Tong[1], present K Nearest-Neighbors (KNN) Search/Query 

in Road network has important applications in Location-

Based Services. However, all existing KNN query methods 

for road network did not consider traffic restrictions’ Nearest-

Neighbors (KNN) Search/Query in Road network has 

important applications in Location-Based Services. However, 

all existing KNN query methods for road network did not 

consider traffic restrictions such as one-way streets, turn 

restrictions at intersections, and so on. 

E. A. Overstreet [2], present Several field test 

evaluations were conducted in Bell Operating Companies 

(BOCS) to purify the economic models and to clarify 

operational procedures. Prior to system availability, 

economic planning guides for Loop Maintenance Operations 

System (LMOS) and Mechanized Loop Testing (MLT) were 

generated to assist the BOCS in planning for the 

implementation of ARSB. This article describes the purposes, 

methods, and results of each of these economic activities. 

SayaliNerkar, ShwetaJadhav, Radhikashouche, 

Sukanya Sonawani [3], present To check a status of the 

vehicle, the client must register his details in application 

progress bar. Also, automatic notification for service 

completion, about insurance expires and costing is sent to the 

client. After installing the application on phone details about 

showroom will be available. The server checks its servicing 

schedule and provides a date to the client, otherwise, next 

date will be provided the benefit of this application is that it 

is time efficient, as in the existing system, expected a time of 

vehicle delivery is given, but the servicing is not done on 

time. Though this application we can just check the status and 

go to the showroom if the vehicle is ready. 

Expert system is computer program which can be 

used as virtual expert to guide the vehicle users as well as new 

mechanics. Expert system is a technological way to deliver 

expert knowledge from books, research papers, this etc to 

actual implementation level i.e. at real users. As a result, 

application of able system in vehicle damage & repairs sector 

become famous and many industries took initiative to 

develop different expert system. But most of expert system 

concentrates on particular aspects of real time application. 

Jr-Jen Huang, Yi-Yu Chu, and Yen-Jen Chen 

prompt to the scheme accept a web-based solution designed 

at collection the information of vehicle’s status and region in 

real-time. The location information is discovered with 

topographical equalized, computed by a GPS processor in 

vehicle. The processor is fixed in the proposed equipment, a 
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driving recorder, installed on a vehicle and obligated for 

transmitting vicinity information to monitoring server                                                                           

Fathollah Amouzegar and Ahmed Patel[8] present 

to this system is able to automatically register the vehicles in 

highways or gas stations and inform the user about the vehicle 

maintenance states. The details of the required services are 

sent to the user at the clocking of the mileage of the vehicle 

approaching time for service or already due to be serviced. 

The implementation is divided into two parts; the vehicle 

module and the base module. The proposed system attempts 

to solve the communication coverage problem. 

A future need, Abhishek jain TATA Consultancy 

Services [7], present to the objective of this study was to find 

the different factors responsible for effecting the servicing 

and maintenance process of a car and to look for the 

opportunities to reduce time required for it. This study also 

attempts to suggest some probable solution based upon the 

research findings. To gather the data we took up a research in 

few areas of, Mumbai (India) with some user groups like 

mechanics, car owners, drivers managers etc.  

III. SYSTEM MODEL 

 
Fig. 1: 

The system which will help the user to be updated with 

servicing information. The web portal will provide the 

maintenance related services to the user via Android 

application. 

For this user need to register and log in to the 

application. if he stuck in any situation like vehicle 

breakdown then he can send emergency message to the server 

then the location of the user will be tracked and emergency 

service will provide by nearby garge 

IV. WORK FLOW OF SYSTEM 

Workflow within component of the system as illustrated as 

follow: 

1) Firstly, user and garage side person login to web portal 

by using android application. In this page they need to 

enter those email id and password and login to the 

application.  

2) Suppose they are new user or garage owner firstly use 

this application, in this case they need to register. 

3) In this application garage side person provide some 

services to the user just like all customer, update service 

status, generate bill, and he can add the new services by 

using add service option. 

4) At the user side login he can see the list of services 

provided by the garage just like Vehicle servicing, 

nearby garages, services bills. 

5) If user face breakdown problem then he can use this 

application, 

6) After using this application he can logout from this 

application 

V. RESULT & DISCUSSION 

 
Fig. 2: 

This is the first page of user side vehicle maintains 

Application. Here user enter the email id and password and 

login into the application. 

 
Fig. 3: 

After user login to the application he can see the list of 

services, in this page there are three services vehicle services, 

nearby garage, and service bills. 
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Fig. 4: 

In this page customer can see the list of nearby garages.  

 
Fig. 5: 

Customer can use the map to find the nearby garages. 

 
Fig. 6: 

After seen the nearby garages from the current location then 

customer can send the request to selected garage. 

 

 
Fig. 7: 

This is a first page of garage side vehicle maintenance 

application, Here garage side person can login with his email 

id and password. 

 
Fig. 8: 

In this page he can see the list of options is All customer, 

update service status, ganarate bill, and add services 
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Fig. 9: 

When user send request to the particular garage then garage 

side person get the notification. 

 
Fig. 10: 

When garage side person complete the work of vehicle then 

he can generate the total bill and send the notification to the 

user.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

We are presenting a system which will help the user to get the 

notification of vehicle servicing and providing the urgent 

services to the user. Thus, it is time a time saving as well as 

cost adequate application. So, we can conclude that the 

proposed system can be used to dwindle human struggle and 

luxuriate human lives. 
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